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controlling the velocity A sequitur
by T edward harvey

ed nonotete nisthismis article is a sequel to T the point that hopefully came out in
edward harveys original article controll-
ing

this authors first article about rate altera
the velocityfelicitfelocitY A sine qua non in teachi-

ng
tion is that 12 learning is affected by psy-
chologicallistening TESL reporter 13 230 chological factors which we can try to con-
troland was stimulated by J donald bowens in the case of commercial lab tapes

response TESL reporter 13 471 to that we ask our students to do more than we do
article as native listeners in conversation we ask

them to listen without adequate processing
the question of language variation in its time or enough pauses etc to comprehend

myriad of forms and levels is one that we as the message fluently hence a comment on
practitioners especially must not overlook the role of stress and anxiety in acquiring lis-

teningits handy for me to separate language varia-
tion

fluency in an 12 is again in order
into categories the first is linguistic

within the linguistic domain I1 contrast seg-
mental

anxiety often brought on by task over-
loadcharacteristics with suprasegmental can be a major deterrent to the learn-
inghappenings and conditions such as rhythm of listening comprehension this is parti-
cularlypitch and velocity the second category is true for a person who is what psy-
chologistsdefined by the sociolinguisticsocio linguistic construct call field dependent in our

register6register segmental and suprasegmental role as teachers we must eliminate as much
characteristics of speech will change accord-
ing

stress as possible from the learning environ-
mentto the different sociological factors pres-

ent
greer 1972 has pointed out that

in the environment where the speech is when a student is task overloaded errors
uttered for example charles de gaulle increase and there is a tendency to revert to
spoke at 75 words per minute WPM as previously learned generalizations in this
he delivered his farewell address to the case the learners native language rather
french people but he was clocked at than make specific identifications of the 12
speeds upwards of 200 WPM when trying to sounds in question
put a point across in a cabinet meeting

technologists have made it possible for
above the realm of the language charac-

teristics
us to mechanically vary the language velo-
cityteristics lie the psychological factors which so that we can in part eliminate the

affect the 12 learner in other words an-
other

negative psychological effects of velocity
sine qua non for the 12 teacher is to on comprehension the speech compressor

realize that there are more things operating expander is offered as a tool to eliminate
in the learning environment than just the 12 stress in the learning environment and en-

hancesounds themselves the students chances of attaining
native listening fluency

importantly dr bowen brings out the
points that 1 speech varies according to
the situation in which it is uttered 2 it REFERENCE
is psychologically satisfying to adult learners greer george D jr et al 1972 an exam-

inationto be made aware of overt rules their lan-
guage

of four major factors impactingusually if theyacquisition improves effective-
ness
on psychomotor performanceknow enough about the language to absorb section D task loading a

the new rule and 3 students will probably way
of viewing systems operator perfor-
manceif madespeak more accurately they are in the psychomotor domainaware of how segmental and suprasegmental washington DC gryphon housefactors produce language variation




